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Fans of Kristen Callihan, L.J. Shen, and Kylie Scott will scream for this sizzling bad boy rock star romance!

I'm no Prince Charming.

Most people know me as the drummer for Nothing but Trouble. Depending who you ask, I'm also a playboy,
a loner, the life of the party, a screw-up, or according to my fans, "The Sexiest Rock Star on the Planet."
Apparently, I'm a legend.

Am I surprised? Hell, no. It's a reputation I've earned behind my drum kit and behind closed doors. No one
thought foster kid Landon Cox would become famous. Infamous, maybe. Notorious, probably. But
successful? Never. No one except Piper Hastings. But I had to make a choice: my woman or my career. I
picked fame and fortune... and spent every damn day since pretending I don't regret it.

Now fate's dropped Piper back into my life. I want to believe it's a second chance for me - for us. But while I
can give her a few great nights, I can't give Piper a future.

Because there's a difference between a legend and a fairy tale...
Only one of them ends happily ever after.
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From Reader Review Rock Legend for online ebook

Jenn says

I’m giving this book 5-stars. Let me tell you why.

I read Rock King and the author introduced me to Piper Hastings. She also gave me a brief glance at Landon
Cox. Nothing but Trouble’s drummer with a reputation that was more infamous than the man. Rock Legend
is Piper and Landon’s story.

Piper and Landon have a history that didn’t work out. She knew him before he became a rock star. She knew
the real Landon Cox.

Both characters have baggage they hide from each other. But as always, the truth usually comes out at the
worst time.

The sparks are still there between them. The author knows how to write some very sexy angst.
Good and bad things happen to both characters. One thing I want to point out is that Landon has some very
bad habits. I don’t want to spoil it for you, so I’m leaving it at that.

There were many surprises that I didn’t see coming as I read the book. There were also a few times I wanted
to throw my Kindle but didn’t. I continued reading, hoping that Piper and Landon would eventually get their
HEA. But did they?

Overall, the book had an amazing storyline. I felt for each of the characters as I found out why they are the
way they are today. Piper and Landon are good people who were dealt several bad hands in their lives.

If you love to read rock star romances with lots of angst and very hot sex, then I highly recommend you read
Rock Legend. It was well-written with lots of heart.

Siobhan says

Tara Leigh won me over from the moment I entered Deal Breaker. The story grabbed me tight and I was
desperate for more of the author’s work. When the Nothing but Trouble series was brought to my attention, I
was instantly excited. Mixing an author I’ve come to love and one of my favourite things – rock star
romances – together was a recipe to have my mind blown. What I did not expect was for my mind to be
blown to quite the degree it was.

With Rock King, I found myself truly addicted. It was an even stronger book than Deal Breaker, coming
extremely close to being a five-star rating. By the time I was done I had one thing on my mind – grabbing
book two. I had intended to dive into book two the moment it appeared on my Kindle, unfortunately moving
house meant I was unable to read it for quite some time. It was a painful wait, I would have happily not
moved house so that I could dive into this, but it was certainly worth it. More than worth it, in fact.

I’ll be completely honest with you, I came even closer to handing Rock Legend a five-star rating than I did
Rock King. What happened is what I commonly refer to as The Lies of Locke Lamora Effect. For those who



have not read my other reviews where I have mentioned the aforementioned effect, I shall explain it to you.
Scott Lynch’s The Lies of Locke Lamora is one of my all-time favourite fantasy reads. I recommend it to
every fantasy lover, and those who are not fantasy lovers, because I love it so much. However, it is extremely
rare for me to hand out five-star ratings. The fact I have read over two-thousand books and have handed out
less than one-hundred five-star ratings demonstrates how rarely these ratings are handed out. Even some of
my favourite books have not been given a five-star rating due to something small. My prime example is The
Lies of Locke Lamora. It was little things that stopped that elusive five-star rating from being handed, and so
The Lies of Locke Lamora Effect was born. It has happened quite a few times, in many genres – The Lies of
Locke Lamora, Dark Matter, Rock King, to name a few, and now Rock Legend. If I were anyone else, if I
were willing to hand over five-star ratings like the rest of the population, this one would had easily received
the five-star rating. Unfortunately, I’m a truly horrible person and held off on handing the five-star rating –
even when my finger was hovering over the five-star rating.

However, the fact both of the books in the Nothing but Trouble series have come so close to a five-star rating
has left me with the belief one of the future books will manage to do so. There is no doubt in my mind, after
just two books, that the Nothing but Trouble series is going to be one of my all-time favourite series. I cannot
recommend them enough, and I do not doubt the books will continue to grow ever stronger.

So, what was it I enjoyed so much about this one?

Throughout Rock King, I was intrigued by the side characters. It was never enough to distract from the story,
but when I found out we were to receive their book next, I knew I was going to be blown away. They were
such great characters, and I could not wait to dig deeper into their world. Know you do not need to have read
Rock King to enjoy Rock Legend, but I would recommend giving it a read – it’s a fabulous book, and it does
help with some of the references given in this one.

Now, as excited as I was for the characters, I did not expect to fall as in love with them as I did. I did not
expect to connect with them on such a deep level. You see, this is a story that touches me on a personal level.
So many books out there deal with perfect and how you do not need to be perfect to find the one. Few have
hit so close to home, though. Often, I will finish these books and think ‘nice message, shame it will never
happen to me’. However, Rock Legend made me believe it is possible. It is one of the few books out there
that touched upon something I experience daily and actually made me think there could be more for me out
there. I’m not saying this is a book that preaches, far from it, I’m merely saying this book hits all the right
buttons. The message it is sending is certainly received, and I couldn’t help but connect deeply with our
characters.

Of course, there is more to the story than that. In fact, this book is an onion book. By this point, I’m sure
we’re all aware of the onion analogy from Shrek. It applied to the first book, but this book takes it to a whole
new level. Each time we think we have uncovered everything, another layer is revealed. We keep digging
ever deeper, and the number of topics that are dealt with throughout this book is amazing. Each one is dealt
with wonderfully, with care and feeling. I could sit and list all the elements I enjoyed, but to do so would be
to start giving spoilers. Just know, there are so many wonderful elements dealt with throughout this book,
and I loved them all.

I could fan girl forever about this one – it could easily become one of those reviews where I write a couple of
thousand words and still say nothing due to all the gushing I am doing. Just know, this book hit hard, and I
loved it so much.

I’m sure by this point you’re asking what that little thing was that prevented the five-star rating. After all, I



am gushing all over the place. For me, the little thing that stopped me from giving a five-star rating was the
fact I wanted more from the past between the characters. We get told about it, but I would have liked to
experience more than just the little glimpses we were given. I’m very much someone who likes to experience
the then and the now with second chance romances, and I would have just liked that little bit more so that I
could have appreciated the then and now of the relationship more deeply. Like I said, it’s not a big thing, but
I tend to find reasons not to give five-star ratings rather than reasons to give them. This is a reflection of me
being a bad person rather than this being a bad book, because I honestly believe this is my favourite book of
the year so far. The fact it was nearly my first five-star rating in over a year shows that.

Before I gush any more, I think it is time for me to bring this review to an end. To sum up my thousand-plus-
words ramble, this book was truly amazing. Fabulous, wonderful, and all the other synonyms you can think
of to say it blew my mind. Rock King hit me hard, Rock Legend hit me harder, and I’m almost scared to see
how hard the next book in the Nothing but Trouble series hits me. I’m ready, though. I’m more than ready
for book three, and I’m holding out hope of it being the book to break my over a year long dry spell of five-
star ratings.

If you’ve yet to dive into the Nothing but Trouble series, you need to go and fix that problem right now.

Jes says

If you read Rock King, then you knew you were in for a really good book with Rock Legend. But I didn’t
expect that Tara writing would bring tears to my eyes. Landon and Piper were together only for a couple of
month’s six years ago before Landon just disappeared on Piper. Piper has spent the last few years trying to
avoid Landon as much as possible. The hard part of that is she works for Nothing but Trouble manager and
Landon is the drummer for Nothing but Trouble. So what will happen when Piper is told to babysit Landon?

Rock Legend is the perfect example of why I love second chance romances, the angst, the amazing sexy
moments and all the emotions. This book will break your heart; glue it back together and just when you think
it is together - BOOM! - It’s broken again in the most painful way. At this point, you throw the book at the
wall because you think there is no way an HEA is coming. But don’t worried there is an HEA just might be a
bump along the way.

Tara, you made me fall in love with Rock King, broke my heart with Rock Legend. I am afraid to see what
you do to me with Rock Rebel.

Jemima says

To the woman who has reignited my love for rock star romances, Tara Leigh, Thank you!

Two books down and the series will forever be one of my favourite series capturing the joy, the struggles, the
privileges and the dreams of being in the limelight. Doesn't hurt that the Rock Stars in this series are Rock
God's and Rock Legend's... and the women are strong, independent and most definitely NOT cookie cutter.



Langdon and Piper's story was a joy to read. It was frustrating, blissful, heartbreaking and beautiful.
Langdon Cox, Ladies and Gentlemen! Langdon will make even the most cynical woman's heart melt...his
words people!The words that comes out of this man's lips will make the romantic in you sigh with utter
blissful contentment.
Piper...I loved her. I love her sense of being...her aura, her work ethic, her dedication. She is imperfectly
perfect.

I loved the fact that Tara has written a romance novel with such beauty! As cliché as it sounds, my copy of
the book has so many highlighted sections...each words better than the next: every promise, every fear, every
struggle, every memory... it's etched into the heart of THIS romantic soul.

Now, The BIGGEST question is.... When is book 3 coming out? hahaha

For more ...
www.jemimajamir.com

Jenny••Steamy Reads Blog•• says

Now available

We were gifted with getting to know Landon & Piper in Rock King, but getting their own story was so much
better.

I’m completely helpless when it comes to rock gods, celebrities, simply famous people in general. I fall in
love with their stories. This book for me was Fire and Ice. I loved it and I wanted to throw it ?? it consumed
me as well as shattered me at times.

This story is about second chances.
“Thought we were the stuff of fairy tales. We’d been all too real. A love story cut short. No happily ever
after ending for us.”
Landon is offered his dream and a way to mend his mistakes in his past, all he has to do is walk away
without a word, focus on his career and focus solely on his new band. Too me, it was too easy for him, but
what do I know? he walked away from Piper, no goodbye, nothing. Flash forward 6 years and we are at
present time.

Landon is at the height of his rock career. And he was also at the top of being the ultimate playboy. Doesn’t
mean he doesn’t think about what he lost, about his past, about the mistakes he made, what he sacrificed.
He’s one of the hottest rock drummers in the industry, and all he cares about is forgetting his past but he
can’t. So what happens when he comes face to face with the one thing he gave up that he highly regrets
every single day?



“Rockers weren’t rocks. We were tumbleweeds, blowing with the wind. Subject to the whims of the
industry.”

Piper is working for a Management Company that manages the man that walked away from her 6 years ago
without a word. Simply vanished. She’s been great at avoiding him, she carries around anger, sadness, hate,
and yes she still carries around love for the man that simply wiped his hands of her. After just breaking up
with her cheating boyfriend, what perfect timing to come face to face with the ex that vanished years ago and
you’ve succeeded at avoiding until now.

What will happen, what will come of these two lost souls that loved each other hard at a time in their lives
but lost it? Will the love override the anger, the hurt? Will the love be greater than unexpected surprises?
Will love override drugs and alcohol? Will love be enough to leave the rocker playboy life in the past, for a
life of love with a soulmate? And will the love allow forgiveness??

This story is engaging, I couldn’t wait to get more to Landon and Piper and each page gave a little more.
Again, as with the last book, I had to get to the end of this one, so I locked myself in my room to avoid
distractions, angsty as heck, slow burn for me. If you love Rockstars, if you love second chances, and if you
love angst, pick this up, pick up BOTH books in this series. I can’t wait for the next!!!!! So Miss Tara Leigh,
I will be patiently waiting for your next work of art❤?

“Nothing worth having comes easy”

Eileen says

WOW!! I loved, loved, loved Rock Legend by Tara Leigh, book two in her Nothing But Trouble series. Ms.
Leigh created a wonderful and emotional story between two people growing up with troubled pasts, one in
foster care until adopted and the other feeling she needed to be perfect to be loved.

After a six year separation, Landon and Piper were given a second chance to repair what went wrong with



their prior relationship. Landon needed to get his act together and control the sex, drugs and alcohol he used
to disguise his loneliness and desire for Piper, before and after their run in at a Nothing But Trouble concert.
He really needed to curb his self-destructive behavior and stop running away when things go wrong. Piper
suffered from the perception that she had to be perfect to be worthy of love. What she learns is that no one is
perfect and it’s okay to make mistakes and still be loved. Landon and Piper are truly a match made in heaven
and hell as they lead one another on a roller coaster journey before being able to accept and give love.

Ms. Leigh wrote a wonderful and emotional story that drew me into her book and the lives of her characters,
making me forget the world around me. I had trouble putting this book down, turning page after page, not
letting go until I turned the last page, still wanting more and really looking forward to the next book in this
series. I highly recommend this book to other readers.

I voluntarily reviewed a complimentary copy of this book.

She's a Lip Biter says

I absolutely love this full of angst rockstar romance. The story for me was far better than some that I have
read and beings as this is one of my favourite tropes. It's a huge deal. I devoured this book in a couple of
days not wanting to put it down at all and waking in the night to read little more before sleep claimed me
again. This book had me hooked from the start.

This forbidden, cat and mouse, second chance romance was so good to read as it played out. In some parts, I
was shocked by what I read and others it was beautiful. It also was heartbreaking to read that children were
treated like that. Piper and Landon were both effects by their childhoods in different ways. It affected them
and their relationship but what really affected it was what had occurred when they first fell in love years
before the fame and the fortune.

This story has secrets and they are not mine to tell. They are hard to read but you can see why the characters
act and behave like they do. This isn't a basic story about a rockstar falling in love. It's not all sunshine and
roses. It definitely is a hard road to read but the outcome is all that matters.

This is a huge recommend from me. This is a great read and a fantastic series so far. I can wait to read what
happens with the rest of Nothing But Trouble.

Reviewed by Donna

Sarah - Musings of the Modern Belle says

AVAILABLE NOW - FULL REVIEW

4 My Home CROWNS

Rock Legend is the second stand alone in the Nothing But Trouble series, and the journey of Landon and
Piper is so sweet and sexy. Watching these two broken people find redemption in each other's arms and a



home together is perfection.

Landon was a broken boy who grew up into a broken man.  He carries the weight of the world on his
shoulders, and, as result, lives a life that punishes himself.  His choices are made based on his self perception
and what he thinks he deserves. What readers get to see is a man who has to realize his self worth and find
that he is worthy of a family and love. Readers are going to love him and all his pieces.

Piper is another sad soul who has lived a life feeling completely unwanted. She once thought she found
someone who would love her, and that shattered, which has left her a bit guarded. What readers are going to
love about Piper is who they get to see her become. She, by he end of the book, is stronger and doesn't find
her worth in others but in herself. She is better able to love when she realizes this is enough.

Rock Legend is a romance. It follows the typical broken manwhore and the woman he left behind, but it is
more about finding a home. These two are so lost, searching for someone to love and to feel worthy of that
love. Watching these two deal with their demons, heal, and find their home with each other is so rewarding,
and at the end of the story I was left with a feeling of contentment. 

Rock Legend is a romance that is filled with hope - the promise that you can find a group of people who will
love you uncondicitionally, that there are always second chances when it comes to the heart, and that love
can heal the soul. Tara Leigh is creating a family with this group of rockers, and I am loving every minute of
it.

ARC received in exchange for an honest review. 

Claire - The Coffeeholic Bookworm says

Landon Cox is a legend! And he sure lives up to people's expectations. But despite it all, he's still human and
has many flaws in his life behind his rockstar/drummer image. Sure, he's lived in fame and fortune with his
band Nothing But Trouble, but his own troubled, fragile heart doesn't live like it used to.. All because of one
Piper Hastings whom he's loved and lost. 

Working for a Management company that caters to the very same rock band Landon is part of, Piper
Hastings has done a great job of escaping Landon's attention. Until that one momentous day when she
discovers her current boyfriend cheating on her. While she doesn't realize Fate seemed to have led them to
each other, Piper is still adamant that Landon deserves nothing from her and that she's no longer invested
with her feelings for him. If only those words were true... 

For the second time around, I fell in love with Tara Leigh's writing and rockstar characters. They weren't
perfect, but they're perfectly capable of captivating their audience (and readers alike). That's saying a lot
about Tara Leigh. She's done a wonderful job keeping us readers in our toes, (mine particularly curling while
swooning), and done an excellent job making us happy and satisfied, at least until the next book! Looking
forward to more of Leigh's engrossing writings and awesome rockstars and their baes! 

Anita Byars says



Love Rock Star Romances! This is the first story that I have read by Tara Leigh and it definitely will not be
the last. Well written with great character development.
This is a second chance romance, and I loved learning about their past history and what happened between
them. These two clash and it’s ridiculously fantastic! I enjoyed the animosity, their bickering and their
chemistry immensely. But their is also a lot for them to work through, to heal their hearts.
Get ready for an emotional roller coaster, but also be ready for a whole lot of sweetness, and off the charts
sexy in this Rock Star Romance.
I voluntarily read and reviewed an advanced copy of this book. All thought and opinions are my own.

Carol [Goodreads Addict] says

 “Legends were just made up stories about people that didn’t really exist.”

Rock Legend is book two in the Nothing But Trouble series by Tara Leigh. Wow. That’s the word I first
want you to hear me say in regards to this book! Just Wow! While I really enjoyed the first book in this
series, Rock King, I simply loved this one. I have read several rock star romances but this might be my first
drummer. Does that mean I was a drummer virgin? If I was, I’m not anymore!

Landon Cox was the child of addicts and a product of the system. No one expected him to really make
anything of himself. Landon’s love was always drumming. So when he met up with Shane and the guys and
they formed the band, Nothing But Trouble, it was the perfect life for him. At first they weren’t much more
than a garage band. But then when Travis signed them on, they all had hope that they could somehow make
it.

Landon had met Piper when she was a freshman in college and they were inseparable. They spent two
months together and it was the best two months either of them had ever experienced. But when Landon is
given a choice, choose the band or the girl, he had to choose the band. His life depended on it.

Piper Hastings grew up never being enough for her father. Now in college she is finally free from his
expectations. When she met Landon, she thought he was the one. He had very quickly become the center of
her world. And then he was gone, just gone. She never knew where or why, only that he was gone. And, he
took a part of her with him. Now six years later she works for Travis, Nothing But Trouble’s manager. Only
she doesn’t deal with their band. She has managed to keep herself distanced from Landon. Until now. They
haven’t been face to face for six years, until now! She should run, not walk, away from him but she can’t.

 “She was everything I’d ever wanted. She was exactly what I’d never deserve.”

Landon has been on a wild ride since their band hit it big. But, no matter how much money he makes, no
matter how many women he sleeps with, there has always been that missing piece until Piper was standing in
front of him and that missing piece clicked right back into place. It was her that had been missing all these
years.



 “I’d grown a thick skin early in life, and the only one who’d ever gotten under it, burrowing way down
deep, was the woman in front of me.”

“Piper deserved a great guy – and that wasn’t me. I could give her a great night, maybe more than one.
But I couldn’t give her a future. Not the kind that ended well.”

Both Piper and Landon had unresolved darkness in their pasts. Both were keeping secrets. Six years ago,
they weren’t much more than kids. They really hadn’t gotten to know each other that well. Now they had a
second chance. But even as secrets are slowly revealed, can either of them truly move forward? Can Piper
forgive Landon for walking away the first time?

 “How could I have been so wrong? I needed to know him. The rock star and the wounded boy. The loner.
The legend. Landon Cox was all of those things. And then some.”

This was such a beautiful book. Landon may have been a bad boy but he stole my heart. And when this man
falls, he really falls. They had both dealt with so much pain and I wanted so badly for them to find happiness.
Tara Leigh has such a beautiful way of writing. Even the sexy times are beautiful. I could not put this book
down, and when I was forced to, I was thinking about it. And that epilogue! It was amazing! You can read
this as a stand alone, but it would mean even more to you if you read the first book, Rock King, first. Then
you can get the lead singer, Shane, and Delaney’s story since they do appear in this book. Delaney is Piper’s
best friend. So I loved getting glimpses into their now happy life.

I also hope you’ll take a moment and read Tara’s acknowledgments and the Author’s Note at the end. Both
moved me. This was a beautiful book, a wonderful second chance romance. I hope you’ll love it as much as I
did.

 “You deserve the world, Landon Cox.”
“You are my world, Piper Hastings.”

Serena says

 "I’d carry her to the ends of the earth if she’d let me."

This is the first book I've read from Tara Leigh, and I really enjoyed it! I loved Landon and Piper. Even
though I wanted to nut punch this guy several times. But man, he was a tortured soul, and I fell for him. I



finished this book in ONE sitting, and really loved it! If you love a second-chance-romance and tortured
man-whore rock star heroes, you should totally grab this one!
---
ROCK LEGEND

I'm no Prince Charming.

Most people know me as the drummer for Nothing but Trouble. Depending who you ask, I'm also a playboy,
a loner, the life of the party, a screw-up, or according to my fans, "The Sexiest Rock Star on the Planet."
Apparently, I'm a legend.

Am I surprised? Hell, no. It's a reputation I've earned behind my drum kit and behind closed doors. No one
thought foster kid Landon Cox would become famous. Infamous, maybe. Notorious, probably. But
successful? Never. No one except Piper Hastings. But I had to make a choice: my woman or my career. I
picked fame and fortune... and spent every damn day since pretending I don't regret it.

Now fate's dropped Piper back into my life. I want to believe it's a second chance for me - for us. But while I
can give her a few great nights, I can't give Piper a future.

Because there's a difference between a legend and a fairy tale...
Only one of them ends happily ever after.

---
RELEASE DATE: July 17th
PREORDER:
Amazon: https://amzn.to/2umGq7i
iBooks: https://apple.co/2tPFgTH?
Nook: bit.ly/2DrJhNV?
Kobo: bit.ly/2HD1muV?
---

Elsa Gomes (BookishAurora) says

➳ Rate: 5 / 5 stars

If I thought I had liked Rock King, I honestly had no clue how much I would love Rock Legend. But man
did I!

If there's one thing I really love about second chance romances, it's all the angst they give me. I live for it.
And this book had it so good!! Landon and Piper had met in college and dated for 2 blissful months until the
moment he had to make a decision about his future in Nothing But Trouble. He made a decision based on his
guilt over something that happened in his past and he has regretted it ever since. Leaving his Pippa was the
second thing he regretted most in life.

He no longer was the young men she used to know, he was a rockstar, a legend who lost himself in alcohol,
drugs, women and playing his drums.



Piper worked in the same industry as Landon but up until this moment had managed to stay away from him.
But with Delaney wanting to surprise Shane, she had to go with her and do her job. She knew this time she
wouldn't be so lucky not to cross paths with Landon but she wasn't expecting the night to end up like it did.

That night Landon comes face to face with a blast from the past. It came as a shock to see Piper in his
dressing room but he wasn't about to waste the opportunity to be with the love of his life again. Even though
she pretended not to want anything to do with him and fought him off, Landon was not giving up on her.
This was his second chance and he was not about to leave her again.

I honestly did not like either of these characters very much in Rock King. I had been very on the fence about
Piper, and Landon seemed like a douche most of the time. But this book totally changed my view on them.
Both of them kept up a facade to the world but there was so much more to these two and I loved getting to
know the real person behind their masks. And together... they were fire and ice, and I both loved and loathed
the way they were with each other; either they were fire and super cute or they were ice and I wanted to slap
either one or both of them, there was no in between.

Not only did I love Rock Legend more than I did Rock King, I feel like the writing was also better and I
really loved it. It was lyrical, soulful and just beautiful. I loved everything about this book and these two. I
wanted more.
Can't wait for what's next in the series. The little snippets we got of Dax and Verity had me dying for more. I
can already tell I'm gonna love it. Enemies to lovers, hmm yes please! Can't wait for Fall!

➳ARC kindly provided by author, in exchange for an honest review.

➳ Order at: Amazon UK ? Amazon US

➳ Follow me on: Blog ? Instagram ? Facebook ? Twitter

✰ Bianca ✰ BJ's Book Blog ✰ says

Landon is Nothing But Trouble's drummer.

And Piper - we already met her in the first book too. She's working for the band's PR Agency.

Six years ago, at college, she was very happy in love with a guy. And that guy later decided against her and
their love by choosing his rock star career. Now he's the drummer for Nothing But Trouble.

Poor Piper tries to stay away from the band by handling other clients, but it's not easy. She's friends with the



singer's girlfriend and after a concert she finally comes face to face with Landon again.

Landon is shocked to see her. He missed her like crazy. But she's better off without him and troubles.

But maybe they should hook up again to get them out of each other's systems?

But then, after one of Landon's drunk nights, Piper's boss sends her to be Landon's 'babysitter'.

And the old feelings are still there ... but also all their past and current problems ...

What will happen with Piper and Landon?
Will there be a Happy End???
READ THE BOOK TO FIND OUT!?

?????????????????????????

#ROCKSTARROMANCE!!!!

Eeep! I'm the biggest rockstar romance fan ever!

And this was another very adorable and sexy and heartbreaking one!

A possible second chance at love and a happily ever after for our darling drummer Landon.

He's a bit of a manwhore. Just a lil' bit ;)

But Piper is the one that he let get away six years ago. And he regretted it ever since. Even though he knows
that she's better off without him. Poor guy.

He has a lot of stuff to work through until he can ride off into his happy end sunset with Piper!

Piper has a lot to work and think through too.

And we adore (almost) every moment of that journey! ?

A tiny little thing I didn't love-love? The book was basically done a little after the 50% mark. We could've
stopped with a happy end. But then more things happen. They should've / could've happened a bit sooner,
that way it wouldn't have divided the book into two halves. Now it's basically a 2-part book. Which was
totally ok - I still loved the whole story and all the people in it! But it could've been done/written a tiny little
bit differently.

But the book was a really great second-chance rock star romance with some very sad and moving and some
sexy and adorable moments!!



And now I can't wait to see what Dax & Verity will have to tell us in their book! ?

ROCK LEGEND was a really adorable & heartbreaking second-chance Rock Star Romance! Hurry
to your nearest amazon - Landon will be sold out in no time!!!

? ?
? ?

Na says

"Want to know the difference between a legend and a fairy tale? Only one of them ends happily ever after."

Rock Legend, the second installment of the Nothing But Trouble series by Tara Leigh is a great second
chance novel about a hot troubled drummer.

"Her energy shuddered through me, flipping a switch I hadn't realized had been locked in the off position
until now. Until seeing Piper. Touching Piper. Kissing Piper. Again."

Landon is really something. During his story he shows many facets. The ones you can't help falling in love
with and the ones that makes you want to take the hand of the broken boy, telling him everything is going to
be ok.
Tara did really well writing and exploring his trouble with substance abuse. It was obvious he always
replaced one addiction with another until he realized what really matters most to him and changed directions.

"Nothing worth having comes easy."

Piper is beautiful in her own broken way. In Rock King we got a glimpse of Piper and I already had my
biased opinion about her. Lesson learned: Don't judge a book by its cover. She's strong, so strong and I'm
really happy that she found in Landon a guy who appreciates her for who she really is and not for her
perfection.

"Piper and I were so much alike that we were exact opposites. Mirror images."

Landon and Piper work well together. But I didn't get as much chemistry vibes than I got from Shane and
Delaney. Their story was well plotted but to me mostly predictable. The part I loved most was the petting
pups center. I truly love this idea and how Tara has woven a personal experience into this book.

"I needed to know him. The rock star and the wounded boy. The loner. The legend. Landon Cox was all of
those things. And then some."

I really enjoyed reading Rock Legend, but it couldn't really keep up with my feelings for Rock King.



I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book.


